KleanEnvi produces a wide ranges of environmentally sensitive cleanup products
for nearly every application.
Below are listed some of our more widely used products. Please contact us for information
regarding customized formulations for any application.
Product
KleanEnvi- 401

Application
Oil Spill Response

KleanEnvi- 401D Oil Spill Response
KleanEnvi-402
KleanEnvi-406
KleanEnvi-606
KleanEnvi-608
KleanEnvi-617
KleanEnvi-634

KleanEnvi-636

KleanEnvi-648

Comments
Removes most types of oil from
metals, concrete, rocks, soils, and
other surfaces and materials. Floats
oil for recovery. Suitable for sensitive
environments.
Dispersant version of BG-Clean 401

General Purpose cleaner for oil when
Industrial Cleaner
environmental impact is of great
concern
Cleans the heaviest hydrocarbons
Heavy Duty Industrial Cleaner and grit from most surfaces, while
minimizing the environmental impact.
Aqueous cleaner for dirt, grease, and
Floor and Tile Cleaner
scuff marks on most hard surfaces
tile.
Cleans oil and spot from most
General Purpose Cleaner
surfaces porous or solid. Especially
used in ultrasonic cleaners.
Effectively and safely removes a wide
Ink & Graffiti Cleaner
range of stains from fabrics, carpets,
and hard surfaces.
Removes asphalt and grease from
Asphalts Remover
vehicles and concrete. Cleans burned
rubber off concrete.
Cleans animal fat from hard surfaces.
Using a pressure washers and hot
Animal Fat Removal
water enhances cleaning capabilities,
especially used in slaughter houses
and food processing facilities.
High Penetration Surface
Cleans and removes oil, greases,
Cleaner
mastics, gums, wax, far etc. . . from

KleanEnvi-656

Aqueous Solvent Degreaser

KleanEnvi-1103

Wastewater Odor Treatment

KleanEnvi1103LH

Odor Control

OdorBlock

Odor Control Product

KE -Solv 715

Sludge Softener

KE -Solv 717

Ink Removal

KE -Solv 760

Pavement Cleaner

KE -BioEnhancer
Biodegradation Aid
850

most surfaces. Replaces petroleum
based solvents and citrus cleaners.
Cleans oils, greases, and dirt from
glass and other hard surfaces.
Cleans and eliminates foul odors from
sewage lagoons, waste treatment
facilities, processing plants etc.
Designed to reduce odor in pig and
chicken farms.
Liquid version of 1103 for use in cars,
sewers, portable toilets, food
processing, etc.
Dissolves and loosens weathered
sludge for cleanup.
Removes inks from printing surfaces
and all hard surfaces.
Draws oil and grease out of stained
concrete and other hard surfaces,
Accelerates the natural
biodegradation process of organics,
including crude oils, fuels, and
chemicals.
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